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Do you know what it feels like right before lightning strikes? How you can feel the current running

through your veins? The trembles of warning that ripple through the air? It was a thrill Tamar King

chased all her life, until it became the very thing she had to escape. For the last four years, Tamar

has hidden herself in an isolated world she created. She was safe. No one could touch her - until

Lyrik West, the lead guitarist for Sunder, walked through her door. Lyrik's life has been devoted to

his band, and that success has cost him. Bitter, hard, and filled with regret, he refuses to lose

himself again, but from the moment he sees her, he wants one night with Tamar King. The

gorgeous bartender is more than he bargained for. Their attraction is consuming. Their desire

overpowering. With one touch, they ignite. But is it worth the cost of getting burned? Contains

mature themes.
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The man was a bundle of mayhem, pushing and pulling and confounding. Yet in his arms,

everything became so clear.Lyrik West. Rocker, bad boy, a beautiful man with the face of a fallen

angel and a heart full of buried pain. As part of the band Sunder, he has invaded the world that

Tamar King has created for herself and brought a storm in his wake."Temptation. That's what you

are. An angel wrapped up in a demon's body. Heaven and hell. A gift and my greatest

demise."Tamar King. Bold, sassy, pin-up beautiful, with a take no prisoners attitude, she's gotten

under Lyrik's skin like no one in a very long time. The feeling is mutual, and it scares the hell out of



both of them.Lyrik and Tamar, two beautifully broken people, engaged in a dance that will take them

to places that they can't even imagine.Lyrik sees Tamar as a prize to be attained, the girl that keeps

saying 'No' to his constant pursuit. But, the more that he gets to know her, the closer that they

become, Lyrik senses that there is much more to her than she allows, or wants, the world to see.

Since meeting when Sunder arrived in Savannah months before, the two have circled each other in

a moody and emotional push and pull. Lyrik and Tamar, as different as they are, have more in

common than they think. Both have pasts that they are trying to outrun, memories that bring nothing

but pain, ghosts that keep them from truly living."...For a year, you've been chasing a runner. All I've

done is hide while pretending I was strong...But that's not me, Lyrik. All of this..." I waved my hand

over my body, "it's just a show."He pushed to his feet. His body moved in a slight sway. Mine

followed. That magnet I couldn't escape.

A.L. Jackson's Where Lightning Strikes! I have been waiting to get the oh so sexy Lyrik in my

hands! And it was beyond worth it!MMMMM.... this book is so delicious! Let me start by saying how

much I just love the way this story is told. I lose myself in Amy's words and I never want to come up

for air! I. Can't. Get. Enough! Not only is it super hot, but the language is both lyrical and stormy. It

brings to mind the flash, heat and burn of lightning striking! I swear Amy is a frickin genius! The

story will take you on an emotional rollercoaster that I promise you will be wanting to jump back on

again and again.We have sexy, bad boy rocker Lyrik and sassy, in your face bartender Tamar. But

things are never what they seem! So you know there is so much more going on beneath the

tattooed surface of their skin. If you have ever read any of my reviews (and it is totally Ok if you

haven't ;) not sure if you are missing out) you know that my favorite types of characters are flawed

and real. And AL Jackson has produced two amazingly flawed, real people in this book. And she

was portrayed them in a way that just gets under your skin.Let's talk about Tamar first - she is a

wonderfully complex character. She comes across tough and pulled together. But if you look closely

it is all an act. She is running and she hasn't stopped yet. That is until Lyrik SEES her. And I mean

SEES her and EVERYTHING she is. Her past... well you will see, but my heart is still bleeding! She

has built up walls now to protect her. But through the book we get to see all of her, just as Lyrik

does. And I just adore Tamar - her sass, her vulnerability, her insecurities, her hard exterior and soft

interior - it all just combines to make a fabulously interesting person! And Lyrik... oh Lyrik.
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